Abstract: A simulation study about the CT technique employing a stationary sound wave with long wavelength is presented. The CT is an inverse and nonlinear problem, so that an iterative approach is inevitable. That is, starting an assumed density distribution, the field calculation is repeatedly made until a true density distribution is achieved. An inhomogeneous domain is divided into subregions in which the density is assumed to be constant. The Finite Element Method is used for calculating the acoustic field under the given particle velocity driving source and the Newton-Raphson method is used to update the initial density distribution by minimizing the scalar error between computed and measured field values. To cope with the ill-condition which essentially exist in the inverse problem, three kinds of methods are used comparatively to solve this problem. For getting a more exact reconstruction, a new algorithm employing prior information is proposed. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can reconstruct satisfactorily the density distribution image of the model by the proper selection of driving position and its frequency.
INTRODUCTION
Ultrasonic CT is useful for medical purpose. However, because biological tissue is inhomogeneous and sound wave suffers the influences of refraction and dispersion, there will exist a distorted tomography or artifact when the sound wave is assumed to travel in straight line and the acoustic parameter distribution of the object is estimated by using the time difference between the incident sound wave and the echo sound wave [1, 2] . On the other hand, when the sound wave has a higher frequency so that its travel is more approximate to a straight line, the decay of the sound wave becomes great.
Another type of interesting imaging technique is the CT that takes the refraction into consideration and is basically the same approach as microwave tomography [3, 4] . As the result, a stationary long wavelength sound wave CT was proposed to solve the object identification problem [1] .
In this paper, the acoustic parameter reconstruction technique is investigated by numerical simulation. A model including two kinds of media is employed as a approximation of the biological tissue, and then the finite element method is employed to solve the acoustic field of the model for the long sound wavelength so that the refraction and dispersion of the sound wave travel can be taken into consideration. Based on the difference of the boundary measurement between the actual model and the assumed model under the same stationary incident sound waves, the acoustic parameter distribution image of the model is reconstructed by the use of the Newton-Raphson method and one of the regularization methods (such as the Truncated Singular Value Decomposition (TSVD) method, Tikhonov method or Marquardt method). To get a more precise image, an algorithm employing prior information is proposed. On the basis of above, the effect of the driving and observing position, the measurement noise and driving frequency on the reconstruction are investigated.
MODEL AND SOLUTION OF THE
STATIONARY ACOUSTIC FIELD
Model and Problem
To simplify the task and be representative, a twodimensional ellipse model as shown in Fig. 1 The aim of our sound wave CT is to reconstruct the acoustic parameter distribution within the ellipse model. When a constant particle velocity sound wave is excited toward a part of boundary of the model, a measurement of sound pressures is made at the other part of the boundary of the ellipse model. Then, some algorithms are used for reconstructing the image of the acoustic parameter distribution of the ellipse model.
Solution of the Stationary Acoustic Field
The model described above is inhomogeneous. The governing equation of its acoustic field can be written as [5] 
where p is the sound pressure, & is the medium density, c is the sound speed, and t is time, À d is the boundary driven, @=@n is normal derivative to the boundary and symbolindicates the prescribed value. Because the sound wave used here has a relatively long wavelength, the finite element method is suitable to solve the acoustic field of the model. The finite element mesh with 128 triangular elements is shown in Fig. 2 .
The whole field is divided into finite region F and infinite region I (air region) by its boundary À. In the finite region, density and sound speed within each element are assumed to be constant, and the discretized equation derived by the usual finite element method can be written as
here
where ½Y is the coefficient matrix, k is the wave number, M M is the inertance matrix, K is the elastance matrix, ½P F P À T is the vector of sound pressure at nodes and
T is the 'force vector'. Subscripts F and À indicate the finite region and the infinite region respectively. On the other hand, in the infinite region, the infinite element based on the hybrid formation [6] is used. If the equations of two regions are combined, the sound pressures at each node of the mesh can be obtained. The whole equation can be expressed as follows:
where ½y ÀÀ is the coefficient matrix in the infinite region.
To indicate the validity of the finite element approach used in this paper, the amplitude and phase distribution of the sound pressure are shown in Fig. 3 . In this case, the values of sound speed and medium density are identical to those shown in section 2.1 and first-order triangle element is used. It is found visually that the finite element approach used is suitable in this long wavelength situation.
INVERSE ALGORITHM
In this paper, the acoustic parameter within each element is assumed to be constant. Therefore, the aim of our inverse problem is to find the acoustic parameter of each element. To do this, the field calculation is initiated from an assumed acoustic parameter distribution until a true acoustic parameter distribution is achieved so as to minimize the cost function constructed with the ''measured'' and computed sound pressures on the boundary.
To obtain a stable convergence, a certain number of observation points is needed. To do this, a multi-drive mode is selected as a driving method. For example, the 3- 8 9 10  11 12  13  14  15  16  17  18   19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29   30   31   32   1 drive mode method can be shown as follows: Referring to Fig. 2 , for the first drive, the boundary connected by the nodes 31, 32, 1, 2, 3 is driven by a constant particle velocity, and the sound pressures of the boundary nodes 4, 5, . . ., 30 are measured. For the second drive, the boundary connected by the nodes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 is driven, and the sound pressures of nodes 12, 13, . . ., 5, 6 are measured. For the final drive, the boundary connected by the nodes 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 is driven, and the sound pressures of nodes 20, 21, . . ., 13, 14 are measured.
Denoting the sound pressures of the boundary nodes of the actual model byP P ll 0 , and denoting those of the assumed model by P ll 0 , then the cost function to be minimized in the inverse problem can be selected as
where mc is the number of all drives, m is the number of measurement nodes, l denotes the drive number, l 0 the measurement node number, andP P ll 0 À P ll 0 means the conjugate complex ofP P ll 0 À P ll 0 . The assumed model means the model in which the acoustic parameters distribution is assumed.
If J is small enough, the assumed distribution will be thought to be equal to the actual distribution. As the two vectors,P P ll 0 and P ll 0 , are not equal generally and J also is not small enough, a correction of the assumed distribution is needed. Here, the Newton-Raphson method is selected to update the assumed distribution and its recursion equation can be expressed as
where the kþ1 denotes the ðk þ 1Þth estimated distribution vector, and the k denotes the kth estimated distribution vector. M is the Hessian matrix and the k is the longest step which make the J kþ1 as possible as less than J k for update. @J=@ and the component M ij of the matrix M can be given by the following equation:
where n indicates the number of elements in mesh, and & i denotes the ith component of the . M is a symmetrical matrix with n Â n dimension. If the discretized Eq. (5) with the kth estimated distribution can be expressed by
A greater n means a higher resolution of the reconstruction image, but a greater n will increase the condition number of the matrix M, this is so called illcondition. To solve the ill-condition problem, there are several regularization methods proposed before [7, 8] . In this paper, the TSVD method, Tikhonov method and Marquardt method are applied comparatively to the inverse problem and a new ''regularization method'' using the prior information is proposed to obtain a better result. 3.1. Conventional Reconstruction Methods Examined 3.1.1. TSVD regularization method As the condition number of the M matrix can be thought as the magnification coefficient of the error, the error in the ð@J=@Þ k will be magnified inappropriately to make the inverse problem difficult to solve when it becomes greater. The condition number of M matrix in the inverse problem above gets greater than 10 12 . TSVD regularization method sets a limit to the condition number of M matrix by setting the singular values less than the given value to zero when the inverse matrix of M matrix is solved. As the consequence, it will have some influence on the reconstruction image due to some singular values being neglected and some information about the model being thrown away.
The matrix M in Eq. (7) can be decomposed as follows:
where U is a unitary matrix whose components consist of eigenvectors of matrix M, and Ã can be expressed as follows
where ! i ði ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; nÞ are singular values. The approximate inverse matrix M À1 in Eq. (7) can be given as follows:
where : ð16Þ
In this case, it is important to select the parameter k properly for obtaining the reasonable solution. There are some methods for selecting the k [1,7,9], however, here k is selected so as to satisfy =! 2 k > 10:0, in which can be selected empirically or by other methods.
Tikhonov regularization method
Tikhonov regularization method gives a reasonable solution by adding an additional penalty item into the cost function. As the result, the approximate inverse matrix M À1 in Eq. (7) can be calculated as follows: : ð18Þ
In the same way as TSVD method, a proper choice of the parameter is important. 3.1.3. Marquardt regularization method Yorkey [9] pointed out that discarding some small eigenvalues and its corresponding eigenvectors would discard information about the central physics parameters distribution, and Bard [10] showed that the superiority of Marquardt method is over that of the singular value decomposition method (SVD) and many other methods.
Instead of the Eq. (7), Marquardt regularization method [10] forms
in which I is a n Â n identity matrix. can always be chosen appropriately so as to make the ðM þ IÞ to be positive definite, this guarantees that if ð@J=@Þ k 6 ¼0, then, J kþ1 < J k always can be achieved with a sufficiently small positive k .
Combination with the Prior Information
Because there is an insufficient information in the inverse problem usually as compared with the forward problem, it is worth while thinking that the use of the prior information can focus the solution space on a less region. To this end, Jones [8] proposed a zooming method for the Optical CT which implicates that the unknown absorption coefficient is assumed to be 'blocky', i.e., a piecewise constant function with sharp edges. This approach needs a subjective judgment for deciding the regions to be zoomed and hence some reconstruction errors would be remained. Hua [11] and David [12] proposed a Tikhonov-type regularization respectively for Electrical Impedance Tomography that adds an additional penalty item into the cost function by employing the first and second difference operators, however, its implicit prior assumption is not appropriate in some cases. Vauhkonen [13, 14] proposed a method which 'draws' the solution toward the prior distribution subspace by using the generalized Tikhonov regularization method with properly constructed regularization matrix, but the method needs an appropriate learning set of reconstructed parameters which can exhibit the corresponding feature well. However, this is a difficult task.
In our case, because of the severe ill-condition and the highly nonlinear, the reconstruction can not approach to a satisfactory extent and the estimated acoustic parameters of elements of the same medium are located dispersively when the reconstruction algorithms combining NewtonRaphson method with the above regularization methods are used. It is evident that the iterative schemes are trapped in local minima of the cost function. To find the global minimum of the cost function, the random optimization methods such as Genetic Algorithm can be used. However, these optimization methods have the limitation that they usually take extensive time for convergence. Therefore, in this paper, a new reconstruction algorithm is proposed. In this approach, the conventional algorithm and a kind of modification technique based on the prior information are alternatively used. The former is used to find a local minimum of the cost function with comparatively few steps and the latter is used to ''guide'' the result toward the global minimum of the cost function, which takes a same role as regularization.
The basic feature of the modification technique is to use the assumptions concerned with the property of the acoustic parameter distribution as a prior information. The prior assumptions used in our estimation could be summarized as follows: Assumption 1: A large part of the model is same medium, so that the majority of the elements in mesh is of the same medium and has the same acoustic parameters. Assumption 2: Since the inverse problem is ill-conditioned, after one step of Newton-Raphson method coupled with a regularization method is used, the estimated value of the acoustic parameters would be dispersed around the true value.
That is, it is assumed that these two properties are known as a prior information. According to the prior assumptions above, after each iteration of the conventional algorithm is made, a statistical analysis about the estimated acoustic parameters of all elements would be performed. The statistical procedure is as follows:
1) Find the maximum and minimum values of the acoustic parameter data k estimated in the k-th iteration. 2) Divide the whole value region ranged from minimum value to maximum value into N equally spaced subregions 1 ; 2 ; Á Á Á ; N . Note that the modification using prior information is only carried out in each iteration process, and is not applied to the final distribution obtained by usual iteration approach. The cost function is not modified by prior information. From the viewpoint of the use of prior information, the approach differs from the Vauhkonen's approach.
The overall procedure of the reconstruction method can be written as follows: step 1: Give same initial acoustic parameters to all elements as the starting values. step 2: Carry out one step of estimation by the use of Newton-Raphson method coupled with one kind of the regularization method. step 3: Make statistic analysis of the estimated acoustic parameters of all elements, and decide the elements whose acoustic parameters should be corrected. Then correct the estimated parameter values of these elements as their mean value. step 4: Check the convergence of solution. If ðJ kþ1 À J k Þ=J k is small enough, then the convergence is reached. If the convergence is not reached, the process jumps to step 2, and the process to follow is repeated until convergence is reached.
RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
While the goal of the sound wave CT is to reconstruct the both distributions of density and sound speed, we confine ourselves to reconstruct the density distribution in this paper due to the difficulty of the whole inverse problem. The two following reconstruction algorithms are investigated. The first algorithm only uses the NewtonRaphson method coupled with one kind of regularization method under the condition without use of the prior information, i.e., the conventional algorithm. While the second algorithm uses the proposed procedure shown in section 3.2, here, called the proposed algorithm. The number of subregions N is selected as 20 and five subregions MÀ2 ; MÀ1 ; M ; Mþ1 and Mþ2 are chosen as the region which has a maximum probability to include the true density value of the main medium. Because, the reconstructed result using three subregions, MÀ1 ; M , and Mþ1 , are almost the same as the case of five subregions except that convergence speed is slightly slow.
To compare the reconstruction results of the two algorithms, the reconstruction accuracy Esum is defined as the average relative error of the estimated densities of all elements:
where,& & j is the estimated density of the jth element, and & j is the true density of the jth element.
Comparison of the Regularization Methods
During the reconstruction process, the selection of the regularization parameter is important. An inappropriate selection can not result in a reasonable reconstruction. Because the selection is related to the drive method, drive frequency, and the size of the FEM mesh, etc, it is a complicated and difficult problem. When the FEM model is driven by a f ¼ 1;275 Hz stationary sound wave and the 3-drive mode method described at section 3 is used, the selections of ¼ 10 À24 (for TSVD method), ¼ 10
À27
(for Tikhonov method) and ¼ 10 À13 (for Marquardt method) give relatively better reconstructions respectively. From the reason, these regularization parameters are selected for the comparison of two reconstruction algorithms.
Figures 4-7 indicate the reconstruction results obtained by the conventional algorithm combined with the TSVD and Marquardt regularization methods respectively. The true density distribution is identical to that shown in Fig. 1 and their initial assumed values are selected as 1,020.0 m/ s 2 for all elements. These results show that the conventional algorithm using TSVD and Marquardt regularization method can not reach a satisfactory result. It is also found that the results by the use of Tikhonov method gives almost the same reconstruction accuracy. Figures 8-10 indicate the reconstruction results by the proposed algorithm combined with Marquardt regularization method. The use of TSVD method and Tikhonov method give almost the same reconstruction accuracy as the case of Marquardt method. The initial values are also selected as 1,020.0 m/s 2 for all elements. These results show that the proposed algorithm can approach a very accurate reconstruction compared with the conventional algorithm. Table 1 shows the Esum obtained by two algorithms. Figure 11 shows the comparison of Esum's convergence for two algorithms. In this case, the result using Marquardt method is only shown. However, it is found that the convergence obtained by using TSVD and Tikhonov method have almost the same degree of that of Marquardt method.
According to the Fig. 11 and Table 1 , the proposed algorithm not only can converge to a less Esum quantity, i.e., more accurate reconstruction, but also has same convergence speed approximately with the conventional algorithm. It is evident that the iterative schemes of the proposed algorithm successfully avoid from being trapped in local minima of the cost function by using the prior information. Although the prior assumption here has certain limitation for other cases, one can make a corresponding assumption according to the concrete situation. However, a proper modification in iterative schemes can always improve the estimate result.
It can also be seen that both the algorithms have a relative greater errors in the white region of the model than in the black region. We believe that it is due to the greater wave number (the ratio of element length to wavelength) in this white part of the ellipse model.
Effect of the Drive Method
As the multi-drive mode is selected, the question that how many number of drives and how combination of the drives can give a better reconstruction should be investigated. To do it, the drives shown in Fig. 12 are taken into consideration. Four continuous element laterals are driven in each drive and the sound pressures are measured on the rest boundary nodes.
The drives a, b, c, d are selected to be with a clockwise sequence and 45 interval, while the drives e, f, g, h are selected to be with a left-right-up-down sequence. Table 2 shows the reconstruction results of different combinations of drive a, b, c, d, while Table 3 shows the results of different combinations of drive e, f, g, h. These are obtained by using the TSVD regularization method.
From the results of Tables 2 and 3 , it can be found that the combination of drive e, f, g, h gives a better reconstruction result than the combination of drive a, b, c, d although the same number of drives, and these drives would be enough to reconstruct. Therefore, a proper choice of the drive method is very important for the reconstruction. It can also be found that the proposed algorithm gives a better result than the conventional algorithm.
Effect of the Driving Frequency
The reconstruction results (Esum) of different driving frequencies are shown in Fig. 13 . In this case the TSVD regularization method is also used. Figure 13 shows that the reconstruction becomes unstable numerically when the frequency get greater than a special value (in our case, 1,575 Hz). It is considered to be relative to the use of the finite element method, because at this time, the ratio of the element length to the sound wavelength in the white part of the ellipse model will be greater than 0.1. Besides, from the Fig. 13 , it can be seen that the proposed algorithm shows a better characteristic related to different frequency than the conventional algorithm does again.
Effect of Measurement Accuracy
Measurement error or noise contamination is inevitable in actual situation. The effects of the measurement accuracy in the two algorithms are also investigated by simulation. In Table 4 , the results obtained by drive mode 7 shown in Table 3 (in left, right, up, down sequence) are shown, where the measurement accuracy is indicated by the significant digit figure. These digit figures mean that the maximum value of the sound pressure (as an input data of inverse problem ) has corresponding significant digits. That is, to simulate the measurement error, the input data was truncated at a certain level. Table 4 shows that the measurement accuracy will affect the reconstruction accuracy. It is also found that, for the conventional algorithm, 5 significant digit or more accurate measurement is necessary, while for the proposed algorithm the condition can be relatively loosen. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has a robust characteristic with respect to the measurement accuracy.
Effect of the Initial Value
The initial acoustic parameter value of each element can be given approximately according to the prior knowledge about the object. However, it is considered that an inappropriate initial assumption deteriorate the convergence and the reconstruction can not approach to a reasonable result. The effect of the initial value on the reconstruction is investigated as shown in Table 5 , where f ¼ 1;275 Hz and the drive mode 7 is employed.
From the Table, it can be found that the effect of the initial value on the reconstruction result is not great. Comparing with the conventional algorithm, the proposed method is more insensitive to the variation of the initial value.
On the Case of Asymmetrical Distribution
Because that the estimated acoustic parameters of each element is assumed as a independent variable, the two algorithms do not limit to the symmetric distribution. To confirm it, the distribution shown in Fig. 14 is selected to be reconstructed. The values of the medium density and sound speed in white part, black part and outside of the ellipse model are identical to those of Fig. 1 . The reconstruction result is shown in Table 6 and the reconstruction image for two algorithms with the Marquardt regularization method are shown in Fig. 15 .
It is found that although the conventional algorithm get worse on the case of asymmetrical distribution, the proposed algorithm can still approach a good reconstruction.
On the Case of Three Kinds of Media
An assumed distribution shown in Fig. 16 is selected to investigate the characteristic when the distribution to be reconstructed has many kinds of media. The grey part in the ellipse model has a acoustic parameter of fat, other part in Fig. 16 have same medium density and sound speed with Fig. 1 . The reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 17 and Table 7 .
Results shows that even if the object consist of three kinds of media, the proposed algorithm can approach a good reconstruction.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
By incorporating successfully the prior information into the algorithm to reconstruct the density distribution of an object, we investigated the long wavelength sound wave CT technique by numerical simulation. The results are very exciting. The proposed algorithm can reconstruct the density distribution accurately when the input data has no measurement errors, and it can also give a relatively satisfactory reconstruction even when the input data has relatively smaller measurement errors. From simulation, some qualitative results about the CT technique, such as how to carry out the drive and the measurement, how many great the frequency should be, and how the measurement accuracy should be, etc. have been obtained, This is important for continuing the research on the CT technique. For the practical application, the assumption 1 shown in section 3.2 may be not suitable for the complex biological tissue, but we think that, based on the same idea with the proposed algorithm, a similar reconstruction technique is applicable. In the next work, we will improve the space resolution of the reconstruction and study on the reconstruction of that sound speed distribution and the density distribution are unknown. 
